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Abstract: The rapid and significant expansion of urban areas is observed worldwide; however,
considerable differences are detected within the characteristics of the process. The rural–urban fringe
is changing most dynamically from the aspect of land use and this tends to be relevant in the case of
post-socialist cities in Central Europe even with a stagnating or decreasing population. Debrecen
(Hungary) and its hinterland adequately represent the migration trends of Hungarian cities and
the great administrative area provided wide intra-urban suburbanization processes. The current
study put the emphasis on the analysis of the spatial pattern of built-up areas and the distribution
of residents. In order to discover the processes of the post-socialist transition period, detailed point
layers were created to illustrate every built-up parcel in the rural–urban fringe of Debrecen (for
the years 1980, 2000, and 2020). The most important characteristics were discovered with the help
of GIS methods—Kernel-density, grid pattern analysis of the object density, and analysis of land
cover/land use changes using Corine Land Cover Change (CLCC) databases. The dynamic and
extended expansion of built-up areas was seen until 2000, in which the outskirts (including hobby
gardens) densified spectacularly. The urban sprawl has been less intensive since the millennium and
the increase in built-up areas has become more concentrated. As a consequence of the transition
period, extended territories—primarily the least dense parts of the rural–urban fringe—are faced
with the disappearance of buildings due to agricultural cultivation reasons.

Keywords: grid pattern analysis; intra-urban suburbanization; Kernel density estimation; post-socialist
countries; rural–urban fringe; urban sprawl

1. Introduction

The global phenomenon of the ongoing urbanization is one of the most significant
factors impacting the rapidly transforming land use of the world [1]. Those countries and
urban areas may also face the urban growth the population number of which stagnates
or even decreases [2] and the post-socialist territories represent a different path regarding
the trends of urbanization [3,4]. The most significant and spectacular changes have been
detected in the case of post-socialist capital cities; this is the reason why numerous studies
discovered the processes of these metropolitan areas inter alia [4–11]. However, an in-
creasing number of analyses have focused on smaller agglomerations or urban hinterlands
in the post-socialist Eastern Central European countries inter alia [12–16]. Intra-urban
suburbanization also received greater attention during recent decades [17,18].

The most important objectives of the current research were to detect the characteristics
of the urban fringe and the intra-urban suburbanization and their temporal changes in the
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case of a city during and after the post-socialist transition. In order to discover these spatial
characteristics in the distribution of population and built-up areas, fine resolution of data
analysis was applied with the help of GIS-based techniques. The aim of the research was
to provide a precise contribution to the existing literature about the heterogenous spatial
features of the post-socialist transformation of the rural–urban fringe.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Suburbanization and Urban Sprawl

Intense urbanization causes rapid and significant changes in the adjacent and distant
environment of cities worldwide [1]; however, there are major disparities in the tendencies
and consequences between and within the continents [19]. The rapid expansion of urban
areas often called urban spawl which is ‘bad urban growth’ with gluttonous and inefficient
use of land for various purposes and uninterrupted monotonous, but sometimes discon-
tinuous development [20]. Expanding urban functions to adjacent territories—residential
areas, retail and service functions, industrial and infrastructural sites—regularly do not
correlate with population growth [12,21,22]. These processes have caused significant spa-
tial restructuring—relative deconcentration—of the population living in the city and have
resulted in widespread and comprehensive consequences [10,23]. Urban sprawl and sub-
urbanization correlate with each other and can be separated by many approaches, from
which the most traditional one refers to suburbanization as a migration process coinciding
with urban growth and with the urban sprawl as a land use change [24]. According to
the approach of the current study, suburbanization and urban sprawl overlap each other,
because the locally increasing population number is often accompanied with changes in
land use.

One of the explanations for suburbanization roots in the neoclassical economic theory,
assuming goals of profit maximization or satisfaction (former one for businessman, latter
one for residents). Important attracting ideas in relation to the suburbs are environmental
advantages (clean air, less noise, and traffic jams), the aesthetics of urban environment,
and a family-centric life-style [25]. At the same time, the mass migration to suburbs even
triggered massive environmental and infrastructural problems that are expected to be one
of greatest challenges in the near future in the light of climate change and sustainable
development [8,14,26–29].

At the same time, in addition to the process of suburbanization (partly in relation with
that), a large number of shrinking cities are observed worldwide both in physical and in
discursive terms [30]. The shrinking of cities is caused both by demographical, economic
coefficients [31]; however, environmental issues are also essential. Not only are central
cities faced with shrinking but also suburbs, which are often not equipped to respond to
the complex problems effectively [32]. The intra-urban suburbanization (see further below)
partly mitigates the impacts of the shrinking city center, because the city’s residents do not
leave the administrative area.

Suburbanization does not only mean the relative deconcentration of population but
it is often accompanied by the spatial economic processes as well. On the one hand, the
increasing size of communities and the growing local purchasing power demand more and
higher-level services. On the other hand, different economic actors seek to find appropriate
locations on the fringes of cities to exploit the lower level of property prices and good access
to agglomeration advantages. Functional clusters of economic activities tend to be formed,
due to the different characteristics and of the cities’ environment. Transport corridors have
a major role in the location of processing industries or logistical activities; for this reason,
motorways and railways form zones for these kinds of companies as well as for residential
areas [33,34].

The rural–urban fringe is the transition zone between the densely populated built-up
urban area and the agriculture-dominated countryside, which is impacted by the natural
expansion (or, in other approach, the unplanned growth) of the city [35] and characterized
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by rapid changes in the land use forms [36] with the appearance of chaotic structures
as well [37].

2.2. Inner Suburbanization in Post-Socialist Context

Following the political and economic transitions from centrally controlled planning
to a free market economy, suburbanization became one of the most significant territorial
processes including its social and economic consequences in the post-socialist countries of
Central and Eastern Europe [4,17]. The major transformation of the rural–urban fringe only
started with the political and economic transition [36], after the collapse of the strongly
state-controlled housing and construction sector [3]. The rapid and uncontrolled subur-
banization in the case of the post-socialist urban areas was described as urban sprawl [37].
The obstacles—low levels of car ownership, underdeveloped public services, and rare
infrastructural networks in the peri-urban zone—prevented sprawling effects before the
political transition, but the phenomena of suburbanization and urban sprawl were already
identified at a lower level during the years of communism [8].

As the result of these processes, the formerly compact shape and the well-defined
boundaries of post-socialist cities faded gradually caused by the dispersion of built-up
areas [2,8,38,39], where fragmented and less regular structures (even chaotic land use)
developed [36]. At the same time, the post-socialist suburban territories are characterized
by denser and less sprawling patterns compared to capitalist cities—because of the limited
financial resources to develop infrastructure and lower level of personal incomes [13,14].

A significant modification of population distribution became visible as the conse-
quence of the processes within the cities and in the peri-urban areas. The functional
transformation of city centers caused the erosion of their residential profile; however, the
socialist housing estates and the newly constructed post-socialist real estates preserved
the importance for the inhabitants living there. Suburbanization (partly intra-urban subur-
banization) resulted in an outstanding increase in the population density of the peri-urban
zone, causing the formation of a gentle slope in the population distribution compared to
the socialist period [4] (Figure 1).

1 
 

 
Figure 1. Diagram of population density gradients in socialist, post-socialist Eastern-European and
Western cities. Source: by [4] (p. 271).

The inner or intra-urban suburbanization is in correlation with the process called
‘hidden suburbanization’ in which former second homes or summer homes became the des-
tination for citizens to reside there [40,41]. The process is frequently out of sight concerning
public administration and gained less attention within the relating urban studies. Due to
the lack of territorially detailed statistical datasets, most of the investigations primarily
focused on settlement level tendencies [16]. However, census data indicated a significant
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increase in population number in the case of almost every territorial category within the
outskirts of towns, whereas the central inner areas were faced with population decline [42].

The post-socialist suburbanization partially differs from that in capitalist countries
regarding its motivations too because the social stratification of attached population is
more heterogenous. Some of the outskirts—mostly the small garden zones—were the
illegal living area of poor people, and after the political transition, it was allowed to move
into the small gardens legally [43]. The new residents moving to these parts of the cities
represented a large variety of people regarding their age structure, social status, family
situation, or even ethnicity [5,43–46]. Some of the residents must have moved out of the
city because of financial constraints or exclusion and some of them were motivated by
traditional agricultural purpose. Finally, some of the citizens had the possibility to create
an exclusive living environment [5,25,36,46]. However, the poor (or missing) infrastructure
and the weak (especially public transport) accessibility resulted in a low level of housing
prices in some parts of the urban fringe, which accelerated the immigration of the lower
classes of society.

The traditional villages In the surroundings of the cities (those also within the admin-
istrative areas) have often been targets for the population moving out of the center and
some of them have become prospering, increasingly becoming a destination for the middle
and upper classes of the society, and have been characterized by improving social and
economic conditions.

The different groups of society shaped their living environments in distinctive ways
and, as a result of some local and national policies influencing suburbanization in Hungary,
they not only became prospering areas for the middle and upper class of the society but
social tensions, segregation, and exclusion, as well in the case of different intra-urban
suburban areas [24,36,46–48].

2.3. Patterns and Measurement

During the last few decades, various methods were introduced in order to discover
and explain the changes caused by the urban sprawl. Most of them were GIS methods,
because of the size of the territories analyzed and the up-to-date character of resources.
Sentinel [49], Landsat [7], other medium or high spatial resolution satellite imagery [50],
orthophotos, hyperspectral imagery [51], Corine Land Cover (CLC) and Corine Land Cover
Change (CLCC) databases [52–54], and Urban Atlas (UA) status and Urban Atlas Change
layer [55] are frequently applied resources.

The multidimensional and complex phenomenon of urban sprawl is measured by
various indicators including, e.g., centrality, fragmentation, polycentricity, accessibility,
entropy [56], dispersion index [57], or density indicators [11].

Focusing on the types and trends of spatial patterns of urban sprawl, different ap-
proaches are found in the related literature, depending on the initial sources of data and
on the methods used. Three types of territorial units simplify the categorization of the
patterns in which existing built-up land is surrounded by the attached built-up land (with
new constructions) and the separated leapfrog developments [57].

Urban growth classes are listed as defined by Wilson et al. [58] in addition to the
already-existing urban territories:

1. Infill is described as the development of a piece of land mostly surrounded by urban
land cover;

2. Expansion growth which has been known as urban fringe development. It is the
expansion of the existing urban territory towards areas surrounded by no more than
40 percent of urban zones.

3. Outlying growth is also called development beyond the urban fringe and three classes
are separated within that:

• Isolated growth means formatting of urban parcels some distance from the
existing developed parts—sometimes it means the construction of one building;
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• Linear branch appears in the form of a new linear-like development (e.g., road,
corridor) that does not attach directly to the existing urban territories;

• Clustered branch means an island-like and large development (not only iso-
lated constructions). This type of growth is also called leapfrog or scattered
development [58].

Urban sprawl characteristically manifests in the patterns of large expanses, and ribbon
(or strip) and leapfrog development [20]. These growth characteristics of urban areas are in
relation to the landscape transformation processes representing controversial tendencies
in the forms of fragmentation and reduction in non-developed (meaning not urban) land
cover types [59,60]. Different types of urban built-up land sprawl tend to associate with
characteristic spatial patterns—newly constructed residential areas represented radial
sprawl, commercial areas formed ribbon sprawl (linear branch or strip development),
and industrial zones reflected leapfrog character [61]. However, urban sprawl cannot be
labelled as a continuous and unidirectional increase in built-up areas, because post-socialist
cities are characterized by different tendences in this respect [7] and the rural–urban fringe
might represent divergent trends in their development [36].

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Study Area

Debrecen is the second largest city in Hungary regarding its population
(199.520 inhabitants in 2022) and the third largest concerning the administrative area
(461.7 km2) located in the Great Hungarian Plain. In addition to its central inner area,
there are 10 other inner areas and 22 named outskirts (Figure 2). The large administrative
area and the outskirts ensured enough space for suburbanization within the boundaries
of Debrecen as well, in addition to the surrounding settlements [62]. The city itself has a
relatively stable number with regard to population, and major industrial investments have
taken place in the last few years, e.g., BMW, Krones, ThyssenKrupp, Continental, Semcorp,
CATL, Eve Power [63]. The impact of the ongoing grandiose constructions of industrial
sites and the related infrastructural elements was not included in the current study.
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Debrecen and its hinterland typically represent the average migration tendencies in
relation to suburbanization during the post-socialist period [64]. Significant migration
surplus and population growth was detected in the hinterland of Debrecen during the
1990s that slowed down after the millennium and turned back as the consequence of the
financial and economic crisis in 2008–2009. However, a rapid increase was detected in
the number of residents again from 2019 due to the governmental family and housing
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policy (that was accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic through the rising demand for
detached houses).

Debrecen, due to its extended administrative area, has significant intra-urban pro-
cesses regarding the changes in the distribution of residents and in built-up areas. The
restructuring of the population within Debrecen clearly demonstrates the intra-urban
suburbanization process [65]; some of the other inner areas (Józsa) and outskirts (Biczó
István-kert and Bayk András-kert) faced the most intensive population growth among
these groups of territories in Hungary after 1990 [18]. Population tendencies of the central
or central inner area and other inner areas with the outskirts are characterized by opposite
changes (Table 1). These facts confirm the importance of the research focusing on the
intra-urban suburbanization within Debrecen.

Table 1. Population of Debrecen and its areas between 1980 and 2020 [64,66,67].

Number of Residents, Capita Change, Percentage

Areas 1980 1990 2001 2011 2020 * 1980–1990 1990–2001 2001–2011 2011–2020

Central inner area 180,372 195,414 188,924 181,859 166,289 8.3 −3.3 −3.7 −8.6
Other inner areas 9606 10,362 13,745 15,137 17,347 7.9 32.6 10.1 14.6
from which Józsa ** 6701 7293 9541 10,944 11,886 8.8 30.8 14.7 8.6

Outskirts 8217 6459 7686 14,127 15,651 −21.4 19.0 83.8 10.8

Debrecen together 198,195 212,235 210,355 211,123 199,287 7.1 −0.9 0.4 −5.6

* Estimated numbers ** Alsójózsa and Felsőjózsa together.

The spatial structure of the city is determined by the border of two landscapes.
Hajdúság to the west represents a loess plateau landscape, and Nyírség to the north
and east is a lowland covered with sandy soils [68–70]. The former has typically fertile
Chernozem soils ideal for arable farming, croplands, whereas the latter is less fertile where
forest cover exceeds 40 percent. Nyírség is more fragmented and characterized by a large
number of farms (the typical Hungarian ‘tanya’) [42]. These land-use characteristics are
also important regarding the processes of the rural–urban fringe in the surroundings
of Debrecen.

During this work, we focused on the administrative area of Debrecen excluding the
central inner area (according to its boundaries in 1980, because the administrative extension
of the central inner area has covered some spatial changes since then). Due to this extended
area encircling the former inner area, the rural–urban fringe was assumed to be covered
completely (with these modifications, the study area covers 45.53 km2).

3.2. Data Sources

As part of our analysis, several datasets and sources were applied. The most detailed
resident population dataset based on a grid cell of 100 × 100 m (1 hectare) was provided by
GeoX Ltd. (Budapest, Hungary) (for 2010 and 2020) [67] (this dataset was involved in some
recent studies, e.g., [71]). Only those cells were included in our analysis where at least one
resident was registered. Due to the limited timeframe, this dataset was not appropriate to
cover the period of post-socialist transition.

In order to analyze the processes since the years of socialism, a specific dataset was
developed. The authors vectorised 34 sheets of geo-referred .jpeg format topographic
maps (scale 1:10,000) covering the study area [72]. The originally paper format sheets
were created between 1978 and 1987 and maintained by Lechner Knowledge Centre
(Kovács et al. [8] also used topographic maps in the case of the Budapest Metropolitan
Region, but on a larger aggregation level). Paper format cadastral maps [36] (scale 1:4000)
were used to validate the objects on the level of parcels (these were recorded during several
years in the early 1980s—in order to simplify, we hereafter refer to this period as 1980). One
single point was vectorised in every individual parcel with at least one visible/detectable
building not regarding its function or size (these attributes could not be identified from the
maps). This approach resulted in the creation of point layers appropriate to conduct further
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analyses—including point density or transport accessibility measurements. During this
work, we focused on the administrative area of Debrecen excluding the central inner area
(according to its boundaries in 1980, because the administrative extension of the central
inner area has covered some spatial changes since then).

The second observed year was 2000, to which colour orthophotos of FÖMI [73] (In-
stitute of Geodesy, Cartography and Remote Sensing—nowadays, it is maintained by the
Lechner Knowledge Centre) were used with the help of the Quantum GIS’ Quick Map
Services plugin.

Point layer for the recent situation was created on the basis of Google Satellite Hybrid
layers (for 2019–2020) [74] and OpenStreetMap (OSM) [75] layers and we validated the
points by the digital building plan of the Local Government of Debrecen (maintained by
the ERDA Kft. company) [76]. The analysis of the point layers (from 1980, 2000, and 2020)
provided the possibility to detect the changes in the built-up areas in the rural–urban fringe
by the location of points (we refer to these points as objects).

Grid network is appropriate to transform different spatial datasets into a common
territorial structure with aggregation or disaggregation [77–81]. In order to create a compre-
hensive and common basis for the calculations, the point layers were aggregated into the
100 × 100 m grid network which contained the population data; however, in the case of the
objects, the whole administrative area was converted into grid cells. The aggregated points
within the cells are, in fact, object density values. Altogether, 42,588 cells were constructed
and the objects for three periods were aggregated into these. On the basis of these layers,
the changes between 1980 and 2000, and also between 2000 and 2020, became detectable.

Vector layers of the Corine Land Cover Change (CLCC) databases (1990–2000,
2000–2006, 2006–2012, 2012–2018) [82–85] were applied to analyze urban growth. It is
important to note that we could only use those data of land cover/land use gained from
the Change databases to analyze the changes between the periods [86,87], because the
Corine Land Cover status layers contain only those patches larger than 25 hectares or those
lines broader than 100 m. It is approximately equal with the scale 1:100,000 [86,87]. The
smallest included unit in the CLCC databases was 5 hectares; furthermore, it also contained
those spatial relocations of the patches’ outlines exceeding 100 m during the mapping
of changes (a scale of about 1:50,000) [86,87]. These databases about land cover and its
changes are made of vectoring and visual interpretation of medium and high-resolution
satellite images [88], but computer-assisted image interpretation has also been used to
create and validate the databases since 2000 [87].

3.3. Methods

The most detailed resident population dataset based on a 100 × 100 m grid cell was
applied to model population distribution in Debrecen (de Smet and Teller [78] obtained
convincing results even with 200 × 200 m resolution). We calculated the Euclidian distance
(in meters) between the cell centroids and the center of Debrecen (Kossuth square), in order
to detect the change of the population distribution and density in relation to the distance
from the center. Population-density calculations were accomplished in the case of those
cells with a minimum of 1 resident. Similarly, the number of objects within the cells was
also summarized according to the distance.

More GIS-based methods were used to detect the most important characteristics of
the transformation of the urban fringe in the surroundings of Debrecen. Kernel density
estimation is one the most promising tools to analyze point patterns and their temporal
changes [61,89–91] or even their modelled future trends [92]. In the current analysis, Kernel
density estimations were run to process the point layers from the three investigated years
(1980, 2000, 2020), in order to detect the growth and patterns of territories with residential
function at the expense of the primarily agricultural areas. Kernel density layers were
made with a resolution of 1 m due to the availability of large-scale topographic maps
and to the fine resolution of orthophotos and satellite images, which were the basis of
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vectorizing the point layers. Kernel density change maps were edited to analyze the spatial
and longitudinal transformation of the object density and the built-up areas.

After taking the preliminary experience into consideration, specific categorization was
implemented instead of the described ones [20,57,58] to typify the grid cells according to
the changes in the density of objects. A remarkable increase was seen in the number of
objects during the period; however, the number of cells representing decreasing built-up
areas was not negligible. The initial value and the location of the cells were also important
factors regarding the typifying. For this reason, the following categorization was applied
in the case of the grid cells:

• Expansion—newly built-up cells having a maximum of 50 percent of built-up neigh-
boring cells (using Queen-contiguity in the definition of direct neighborhood);

• Infill—newly built-up cells having more than 50 percent of built-up neighboring cells;
• Outflying—newly built-up cells without built-up neighboring cells (leapfrog development);
• Densification—increasing object-density in the already built-up cells;
• Stagnation—stagnating object-density in the already built-up cells;
• Rarefaction—decreasing object-density in the already built-up cells;
• Emptying—disappearance of objects from previously built-up cells;
• Vacant—empty cells without objects.

More than 42,000 cells of the delimited urban fringe of Debrecen were included into
the listed categories on the basis of the layers for the year of 2000 (to detect the post-
socialist processes between 1980 and 2000) and for 2020 (to discover the changes after the
millennium). On the basis of the categorization of cells, the different types of built-up areas
were separated and the most important spatial tendencies became interpreted.

A circle with one kilometer radius covered the city center and a buffer between 1 and
3 km included the most important urban parts of the city. The edge of the central inner
area (according to the state in 1980) was between 3 and 5 km from the center, which is
regarded as “rural–urban fringe zone I”. The second zone called “rural–urban fringe zone
II” between 5 and 7 km was characterized by mostly small gardens within Debrecen (at the
Eastern part of the city). “Rural–urban fringe zone III” contained some of the traditional
villages of Debrecen (e.g., Pallag, Alsójózsa, Felsőjózsa) and “rural–urban fringe zone IV”
included sporadic settlement structures.

The growth of the residential areas and the functional changes were described in the
current study by the changes of land cover/land use categories at the edge of Debrecen’s
central inner area, in relation to the other inner areas and outskirts. In order to achieve these
objectives, we filtered the polygons of the administrative area of Debrecen and the Corine
Land Cover Change databases. On the basis of these, the types of land cover/land use were
detected within the study area, the patches of which transformed during the urban growth
and dissolved into the newly formed mosaics of residential and recreational classes of land
cover/land use. The matrix of land cover/land use classes were created for this purpose
(Table 2). The territorial extent and types of the changes in the land cover/land use were
quantified for the following periods: 1990–2000, 2000–2006, 2006–2012, and 2012–2018.

Table 2. Matrix of land cover/land use to detect urban sprawl [82–85]. LC: land cover; LU: land use.

Corine LC/LU before Change Corine LC/LU after Change

133 Construction sites
141 Green urban areas

211 Non-irrigated arable land
231 Pastures

242 Complex cultivation patterns

111 Continuous urban fabric
112 Discontinuous urban fabric 141 Green

urban areas
142 Sport and leisure facilities

Quantum GIS 3.22.16 (Białowieża), ArcGIS Desktop 10.8.1 software, and MS Excel
were used during the analyses.
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4. Results and Discussion

Population and building (or object) density are only narrow aspects of the numerous
dimensions of urban sprawl [11], but with a detailed and longitudinal analysis, they might
broadcast about the most significant spatial characteristics of the processes during and
after the post-socialist transition period. In the current study, the objects also represent
agricultural buildings, commercial sites, single-family houses, or apartments; hence, the
population density is not coincident with object density, which is the number of objects
per hectare [11,78]. However, the distribution of the values and their changes broadcast
essential information about the processes of intra-urban suburbanization.

Spatial distribution (calculated on the basis of grid population data including those
cells with a minimum of resident) of the population in Debrecen represents a similar
tendency as Stanilov and Sýkora [4] modelled in the case of post-socialist cities; however,
the population density of the city center was not as low as they calculated (zone “A” in
Figure 3). There are large housing estates in the near proximity of the city center causing a
significant population density close to Kossuth square. They were found to be monotonic,
but a decrease in population density was not even seen until reaching the second part of
the rural–urban fringe zone (between 5 and 7 km from the center—zone “D”). Fluctuating
but higher values in the third zone and in half of the fourth zone in 2010 (zone “E” and
“F”) were seen. The unambiguous trend of decreasing population density was detected by
2020 in the case of the urban zones of Debrecen (zone “A” and “B”) and a restructuring
was visible in the light of increasing values in the rural–urban fringe zones—mostly in the
case of the traditional villages, with their concentrated growth after 2010 (zone “E”). The
extreme increase in the last rural–urban fringe zone (zone “F”) is caused by the distortion
of the development of only a few cells.
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The results highlighted the ongoing restructuring of population distribution with
decreasing or stagnating population density of the inner city and the urban zone, whilst in-
creasing values in the rural–urban fringe zones (in the districts with gardens and traditional
villages) [36,43,46].

The number of objects—the number of parcels with at least one building—within
the rural–urban fringe of Debrecen showed a significant increase during the investigated
period (1980: 10,300; 2000: 16,000; 2020: 18,200). This growth in the number of objects
reflects important changes in the intensity of constructions and the urban sprawl itself.
According to the findings of this study and the literature, the 1990s was the most intensive
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period in the urban sprawl of Debrecen. The number of 100 × 100 m cells with at least one
object increased from 3775 to 4342 by 2000 and reached 4617 by 2020. The proportion of
built-up cells grew from 8.86 to 10.84 percent during the investigated period within the
rural–urban fringe zone of Debrecen. The increasing concentration was also confirmed
by the fact that correlation (Pearson coefficient) was R = 0.825 between 1980 and 2000
regarding object density within the cells; this value increased to R = 0.949, demonstrating
the densification of the cells.

In order to detect the spatial characteristics of built-up areas and their changes, in
the first step, every object was aggregated into the distance categories measured from the
center of Debrecen. Due to the excluded central inner area, a limited number of objects were
accounted in the first zone—rural–urban fringe I (zone “C” in Figure 4). A sharp decline
was seen 5 km from the center, where boundaries of several urban districts ran parallel to a
brook at the eastern part of the city (with a lower level of object and population density).
The most impressive fact is the gradually declining levels of the number of objects with
increasing distance from the center. The curves from different years generally form layers
lying on the previous one; however, there are obvious disparities within this. It is important
to note that the growth is not dispersed homogenously but it primarily concentrates in the
zones of formerly built-up areas.
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The number of objects dynamically increased in almost every zone between 1980 and
2000, while the intensity of growth tended to decrease according to growing distance from
the city center. The character of the growth significantly differed from this after the turn of
the millennium, because the increase slowed down closer to the central inner area (in zones
“C” and “D”), whilst unambiguous growth was detected in the third rural–urban fringe
zone (zone “E”). In some cases, a steady decrease appeared in the number of objects in the
sparsely built-up areas (zone “F”).

The detailed territorial pattern of the objects for the investigated years were analyzed
and illustrated by the Kernel density estimations (Figures 5–7). The series of maps clearly
demonstrates the most intense object densities and their changes (Figures 8 and 9), which
drew the attention to the hotspots of the increasing number of constructions. The first
decades of our analyses were characterized by a dynamic growth in object density in the
case of the eastern edge of the central inner areas and the small garden zones. In addition
to this, a major growth was located in some parts of the traditional villages (Alsójózsa
and Felsőjózsa) within the administrative boundary of Debrecen (Figure 8). These results
support the previous findings about the population changes of the city [18,64].
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The growth in the number of objects slowed down after the turn of the millennium
and became more concentrated (an additional increase was seen in object density within
and in the close surroundings of the traditional villages Alsójózsa, Felsőjózsa, and Pallag).
The growth almost stopped after the turn of the millennium in the previously dynamically
densifying garden zones; however, the increase was detected near the eastern edge of the
city (Figure 9).

The categories of cells regarding the change in object density indicate the different
tendencies between the two periods (excluding the vacant cells) (Figures 10 and 11, Table 3).
The most important spatial types of urban development in the post-socialist period—e.g.,
expansion and outlying growth—appeared within the administrative area of Debrecen [15],
but their ratio decreased significantly. The urban sprawl in Debrecen became moderate,
because one fifth of the cells was characterized by expansion and approximately two percent
of them by outlying before 2000 and these categories hardly exceeded eight percent after
2000. The infill and mostly the densification proved to be important [11,58]—before and
after the turn of the millennium, the latter one was the most frequent category following
the stagnating cells. Stagnation was the most dominant category exceeding one third of the
cells before 2000 and two thirds of them after 2000. The changes between the two periods
obviously demonstrate the decreasing momentum of urban sprawl and its increasing
concentration to the traditional villages (Alsójózsa, Felsőjózsa, and Pallag) in the case of
Debrecen (Figures 10 and 11). Our findings confirm the observed growing footprint of
low-density areas causing rapid expansion of urban fabric into the previously peri-urban
territories in the case of the first period [56].

In addition to these, rarefaction and emptying were also important despite some theo-
ries about urban growth, e.g., [20,59]—before the turn of the millennium, almost 13 percent
of the cells became empty (most of them contained only one object in 1980). This fact draws
attention to the transforming land use of Debrecen (Figure 10). As was identified in the
case of another Hungarian city (Kecskemét), the transition period caused the formation of
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a two-faced agriculture—on the one hand, agricultural landscape characterized by mono-
cultures, highly profit-oriented agribusinesses with a large-scale production and, on the
other hand, disturbed and deteriorating farming landscape with halted urban sprawl and
decreasing agricultural production [36]. In the case of Debrecen, emptying was the result of
the spread of large-scale agricultural production (mostly in the Western and Southern part
of the city). The increasing impact of the infrastructural constructions and rapidly growing
industrial sites includes the reduction in the number of cells with a low number of objects
after the turn of the millennium.

Changes in the land use/land cover related to the urban sprawl were identified as
formerly agricultural areas transformed into built-up zones or urban green surfaces on
the basis of the thematic filtering of CLCC databases. This covered altogether an area of
232.43 hectares during the investigated period (Table 4). New built-up areas with garden
city character appeared in concentrated form at the eastern edge of the central inner area of
Debrecen (Veres Péter-kert, Kondoros, József Attila-telep, Lencztelep) and at the northern
part of Alsójózsa and Felsőjózsa (these are other inner areas of Debrecen as traditional
villages) during the last few decades. Significant changes could be detected in the number
of patches and in the territorial extent during the periods 1990–2006 and 2012–2018. These
changes are primarily explained by the creation of new garden city areas and by the newly
constructed residential parks (e.g., Liget and Fészek residential parks). However, these
changes were not adequately observable by the different databases in every case, because
of their limited spatial and temporal resolution and the resulting discrepancies between the
static CLC databases [82–85] and the change maps [86,87]. More alterations were detected
during our comparative analyses. This fact draws attention to the importance of the usage
of diversified databases and a deliberate approach during the investigations.
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Table 3. The distribution of the categories of urban growth (except for vacant cells), in percentage.
Source: calculated by the authors.

Categories 1980–2000 2000–2020

expansion 20.55 7.51
infill 2.11 1.54

outlying 2.23 0.69
densification 24.89 14.10

stagnating 34.24 67.98
rarefaction 3.06 4.18
emptying 12.93 4.01

Table 4. Transition matrix of the area and number of patches (NP) of land-use types in the other inner
areas and outskirts of Debrecen between 1990 and 2018 [82–85]. Land-use types according to the
Corine Land Cover nomenclature: 112 discontinuous urban fabric; 133 construction sites; 141 green
urban areas; 142 sport and leisure facilities; 211 non-irrigated arable land; 231 pastures; 242 complex
cultivation patterns.

Year Land-Use Types 112 141 142
NP Area (ha) NP Area (ha) NP Area (ha)

1990–2000
141 1 14.52 0 0.00 0 0.00
211 5 86.45 0 0.00 0 0.00
242 0 0.00 1 11.51 0 0.00

2000–2006
211 3 29.72 0 0.00 0 0.00
242 1 14.33 0 0.00 0 0.00

2006–2012 211 1 9.90 0 0.00 0 0.00

2012–2018

133 3 23.89 0 0.00 0 0.00
133 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 21.81
211 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 13.60
231 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 6.70
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5. Conclusions

Urban sprawl and the dynamic change of rural–urban areas are characteristic territorial
processes in Eastern Central European countries as well. However, in the case of these
post-socialist countries, the spatial restructuring of the population became significant not
only in the close neighborhood of the cities but even within their administrative areas at
stagnating or decreasing population number too.

The rapid, and sometimes uncontrolled, growth of urban areas was belated and char-
acterized by heterogenous spatial social processes in the post-socialist countries compared
to the Western countries. According to our results of the current analysis, the formerly
compact shape and the well-defined boundaries of post-socialist cities faded gradually
due to the dispersion of built-up areas and population following the political transition.
The ongoing process of spatial restructuring of the population can be also observed after
2010 in Debrecen, in which the number of population is decreasing in the city center and
in the urban area, while population increase was detected in the rural–urban zones. This
trend resulted in a gradually decreasing level of population density with the growing
distance from the city center, but this curve is not even, there are some waves in this due
to the concentrating population (partly in the small garden districts and in the traditional
villages). This fact refines the previous models in the literature.

Changes in the object-density patterns drew attention to the character of the urban
sprawl and intra-urban suburbanization during the transition period differing from that
observed after 2000. The initial dynamical increase and extensive spreading of built-up
areas slowed down and became more concentrated. Primarily, the traditional villages
(8–9 km far from the city center) and some parts of the eastern peri-urban areas increased
significantly after the millennium and densification became more important in their case,
but stagnation was the most widespread category in the case of object density in recent
decades. The determining phenomenon was the type of rarefaction and emptying mostly
in the case of the period between 1980 and 2000, showing a quite ambiguous character.
This unusual tendency confirmed by our analyses is regarded as a post-socialist feature in
line with the symptoms of urban sprawl. Objects disappeared mostly at the western part of
the rural–urban zones due to the agricultural landscape characterized by monocultures
with large-scale production, which differs from the features in the eastern part of the
peri-urban zones.

During the validation of the Corine Land Cover Change layers with satellite images,
some major differences were discovered, because changes in the land cover/land use caused
by turning formerly agricultural areas into built-up areas were not completely included
into the CLCC databases. Some changes in the land cover/land use observed based on the
static images within an interval were not registered on the change maps. This fact confirms
the necessity of the usage of primarily large-scale topographic maps, and orthophotos
and satellite images with high and very high spatial resolution to detect the longitudinal
changes adequately. This approach and methodology might provide the possibility for
typifying the areas affected by urban sprawl and a ‘space for time substitution’-like analysis
to detect the changes in the urban land cover/land use.

The results drew attention to the frontiers of urban development in the rural–urban
fringe. The changing spatial distribution of the population generates transforming trans-
portation, infrastructural and institutional demands, which local decision makers should
reflect on. The (possible) environmental conflicts can also be predictable in light of the
detailed results.

The current research focused primarily on residential areas and other functions were
subordinated; the rapidly growing industrial sites were not involved. More precisely
segmented longitudinal analyses could produce more detailed results in this research topic.
The spatially detailed social and economic patterns also provide important research topics
in the future.
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